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“I feel that the trend towards authenticity and 
handcrafted elements will grow.”

 – JENNY MILLS



JENNY MILLS ARCHITECTURE

Jenny Mills says: “Love for form and composition lies at the very 
heart of our work. We are artists on a quest to sculpt existing 
spaces in co-operation with nature. Our buildings are exciting 
and beautiful. They bring something both of ourselves and 
our clients into the world. We work in close partnership with 
our clients, focusing on their needs and stylistic preferences.” 

Jenny’s work has a strong contemporary signature which is not 
only evident in her work in this genre but is skilfully integrated 
into both classic and leisure designs to match her client’s tastes.

Jenny Mills graduated from the University of Cape Town 
(B.A.S.; B.ARCH.) and �rst distinguished herself as a young 
architect with Stefan Antoni. Jenny launched her own 
Cape Town based practice in 2003. Over the past 15 years 
her work has been prominent in South Africa, particularly 
in the Western Cape, and highly regarded by discerning 
local and international clients. Her design solutions 
have been widely published and featured on television.



COLLABORATIONS:
Furthermore, Jenny Mills not only works with the structure and �ttings of houses but 
closely involed in their interiors. She has well established ties to respected interior 

designers allowing a more comprehensive and integrated o�ering to clients. 

OUR PROCESS:
Every active project is allocated a speci�c space on the on-line projects site where 
clients and contractors are given a login account to access project information. This 
would include site photographs, drawings, minutes, samples and more. This is a 
comprehensive repository of project information kept in one space and accessible 
from anywhere in the world with an internet connection. In a world of information 
overload where emails are rapidly buried and lost or forgotten it facilitates an easy 
and accurate reference resource. Noti�cations are sent to all concerned whenever 

new material is added.



CONTACT DETAILS
UNIT 403 DE OUDE SCHUUR
120 BREE STREET
CAPE TOWN
8000

+(27) 21 422 1331 (T)
+(27) 74 842 5660 (C)

jenny@jma.za.net (E)
info@jma.za.net (E)

www.jma.za.net



AVENUE FRESNAYE VILLA
It was to be an expression of calm luxury, with modern, clean lines to embrace views 
and spaces. We used warm, generous materials for grounding and tying together. 
The manipulation of light quality further enhances the chosen materials. The slated 
screens create patterns of shade and light and give a sense of softness and tranquillity. 
One of the major features of the house is the apparent lack of structure. There is in 
fact an extremely intelligent structure sitting behind this transparency and seamless 
integration to the outdoors. Working with Nik Moro� brought the project to life and 

enabled us to achieve our vision.

The landscape design is crucial to the house. We worked at blurring the corners of the 
property to create links to adjacent views of greenery. This means the eye is drawn 
outwards and a dynamic set of experiences is created. The landscape �lters and 
frames the sea views. It creates numerous discrete planting experiences as one moves 
through the house. One of the most powerful of these experiences is the entrance 
courtyard. We wanted a subliminal connection to memories and experiences. These 
would be prompted by the sounds of water, the smell of the earth and planting, 
through seeing variations in lighting and shadows on rocks and leaf movements, 
and water re�ecting the sun. The courtyard is an experience that prepares you for a 

di�erent set of sensations after coming in o� the street.



LOCATION:   FRESNAYE
DATE COMPLETED: 2014
SCOPE: FOUNDATIONS TO FINISHES











HEAD ROAD GLAMOUR
Set on the Fresnaye slopes of Lion’s Head, this house has a strong visible presence 
as one approaches along Ocean View Drive. Powerful organic shapes and strong 
rock formations dominate. The feeling of the mountain shapes and the curve of the 
coastline were part of the inspiration for the shapes of the house. The existing house 

had to be reworked to synthesise and harmonise its shapes. 

The original house had no direct link with the mountain: the opportunity to have these 
special views as well as access from Head Road, created the case for re-modelling the 
entire entrance. This enabled the new penthouse - and indeed the rest of the house 
- to open up to the mountain and its spectacular views. The original top level had 
severe structural constraints and had to be demolished. With careful planning, the 
existing shapes of the house were worked into a sculptural new façade that sits in 

harmony with the natural environment. 

The clients both love an open feeling and wanted the entrance o� Head Road to feel 
open and inviting. The penthouse living area has proven to be highly successful. It 
is a space the clients particularly enjoy. This living area is a seamless structure with 
limited slender supports and wide glass sliding doors, completely integrating it with 
the outstanding views. When the doors are open, the boundaries between interior 

and exterior disappear.



LOCATION:   FRESNAYE
DATE COMPLETED: 2013
SCOPE: ADDITIONS AND ALTERATIONS







SUSPENDED CLIFTON APARTMENT
The transformation of this Clifton residence into the Suspended Clifton Apartment 
was an interesting journey. The residence had undergone a previous makeover which 
was aimed at creating views through the eradication of beams and columns that 

were originally installed in 1926.

This second makeover involved the challenge of turning the old apartment into a 
modern, minimalist, cutting-edge residence. It included the demolition of the old 
patio area overlooking Clifton to incorporate it into the living space and engineering 

a new deck that would cantilever out over the ocean.

The entire front of the residence now consists of frameless, stackable �oor-to-ceiling 
glass doors, which when open create a wide access to the cantilevered white marble 
patio. This enhances the extraordinary view while creating the e�ortlessly weightless 
feel of the balcony. Glass balustrades o�er unimpeded views. The minimalist interior 
involves a fusion of textures and tones: the designer chose an ‘eco-chic’ look in 
the form of furniture and sculpture to match the internal architecture. The master 
bedroom, adjoining shower and bathroom were designed to include the views, and 
yet o�er privacy. The overall result is an extremely space-e�ective design which at 

the same time creates a feeling of spacious luxury.



LOCATION:   CLIFTON
DATE COMPLETED: 2008
SCOPE: ADDITIONS AND ALTERATIONS







WELGEDACHT
This exciting and daring house in Welgedacht Estate started out as a shy and 
awkward building. It lacked a comprehensive outdoor space and the living areas were 
disjointed. The building did have some interesting shapes that we could play with, 
however, as a result of unforeseen structural di�culties the whole front of the house 
is essentially new. The client’s main brief was to create a luxurious open interior living 
space that �owed to the exterior. This resulted in an open plan ground �oor which 

becomes braai area as you step outside and culminates in a rim �ow pool.

Our client, with his passion and enthusiasm for design was amazing to work with. He 
pushed the boundaries, surprised everyone and always made the right decisions. With 
him, the design team and contractors all working so well together it was remarkable 
to see the house’s transformation into a contemporary beauty. Every room was 
designed separately and received special attention, a few special highlights include 
the double volume entrance, staircase and feature wall, the guest wc, the black and 

blue kitchen and the spacious master suite.

Set back on a triangular shaped site meant that it could be private while opening up 
to the expansive view which it now does on every level.



LOCATION:   WELGEMOED
DATE COMPLETED: 2015
SCOPE: ADDITIONS AND ALTERATIONS







FRESNAYE SKY POOL APARTMENTS
The project is an alteration and addition to an existing house to convert it into two 
apartments, each consisting of two storeys. The top apartment includes a living 
and dining area on the fourth �oor which opens onto a suspended pool and deck 
supported by impressive concrete columns. The result is the experience of being in 
an endless pool of water as one relaxes and enjoys the vast ocean views. A strong 
intangible connection between the viewer and what lies beyond is created. Although 
the apartments are housed in the same structure, they possess unique and contrasting 

interiors.

The o� shutter concrete work, which is always so di�cult to pull o�, was handled and 
co-ordinated brilliantly with DOKA and supervised by the builder who ensured this 
perfect �nish. Furthermore, this site was not for the queasy and those with vertigo - 
the structure making it all possible was extremely impressive and intimidating so we 
must thank the engineers for making us feel safe while �oating above the world. The 
team, their passion for the project and hard work ultimately ensured that the �nal 

product re�ected Jenny’s vision.



LOCATION:   FRESNAYE
DATE COMPLETED: 2015
SCOPE: ADDITIONS AND ALTERATIONS











ALPHEN AWAKENED
The Alphen Estate, a very important heritage site in Cape Town, built new townhouses 
as lock-up-n-go investments. Their slogan is “Where 21st century luxury embraces 

centuries old charm”... but they never saw our client coming!

Harald Lochotzke, a developer from Germany, bought such a townhouse with the 
vision of transforming it completely. We could not change any of the exterior (as it 
had to blend with the historic style of the estate), but the interior is all completely 
new. We removed virtually all the internal walls and every level - every room in fact - 

got its own distinct character and identity.

The ground �oor is open plan living with a dark and dramatic feel - this then opens up 
to a compact but fantastic, light, airy and landscaped garden with an outside shower 
and sauna. The middle level has two very unique, funky, fun and colourful en-suite 
bedrooms and the top level is ‘heaven’ - with light colours and cedar wood �nishes.

Our client worked closely with us and the builder on site to ensure everything was as 
he wanted. All �ttings were specially chosen and are very ‘designer-like.’ Walking in 

there, one cannot help but smile, which is what we were doing all project long.



LOCATION:   CONSTANTIA
DATE COMPLETED: 2015
SCOPE: ADDITIONS AND ALTERATIONS











CONNECTED ATLANTIC LIVING
On the spectacular shores of the Atlantic overlooking rock pools our client wanted a 
new home built to “weather like a ship”. The brief was to take into account the harsh 
climate. This is a key question we work with when designing in Cape Town:  How does 

one design buildings able to withstand our coastal conditions?

The result is an enduring structure. The aesthetic direction reveals a modern classic 
with clean lines. It is a reasoned and consistent design. Timeless but warm and 
neutral �nishes allow the home to blend in, rather than be a statement or landmark. 
It is a balanced and practical family holiday home and accommodates large family 

gatherings with options for interactions in di�erent areas of varied space and size.

The open plan living dining and kitchen spaces on the main living level live directly 
onto ocean views. There is a seamless connection of spaces indoor and outdoor 
throughout the house. The architect designed custom cabinetry combines functional 
practicality and an integrated neutral aesthetic and compliments the imported Italian 
kitchen by Assirelli. Roche Bobois furnishing and Mae carpets perfectly complete the 

picture.

To control the glare of western light o� the sea careful planning ensures layers of 
shutters and blinds don’t interfere with sea views. The rooftop pool epitomises 
penthouse living. This Cape outdoor living space takes advantage of the gorgeous 

coastal sun with a purpose designed external weatherproof kitchen and braai.

The importance of the functional design that has been considered throughout the 
house is most evident in the excavated lower level. The lift and staircase lobby is one 
of three light wells positioned to introduce natural light and ventilation. As a result, 
there is an airy feeling and comfortable light levels when moving around the house 
on all levels. The essence of this Atlantic Seaboard home featured in Habitat “Choice 

revival” Jan-Feb 2018 is captured in the cover photograph by Adam Letch.



LOCATION:   BANTRY BAY
DATE COMPLETED: 2017
SCOPE: FOUNDATIONS TO FINISHES











BEACH SIDE RETREAT
House of calm on windswept promontory

Sitting on the promontory of this windswept dune and rock peninsula in the Western 
Cape, a modern dwelling that maximises views of the ocean and mountains was 
erected several years ago. The architects were challenged by this Atlantic Ocean house 
design and were briefed to adapt a starkly exposed glass box to a tranquil private 
home. It needed to feel ‘grounded’ in order to induce the warm, earthy feel the client 
required. This meant the building was overhauled to create an enduring structure 

with minimal needs for preservation.

The house redesign was to respond to the landscape, so the owners’ experience of 
the home and scenery was carefully considered, not only with regard to views, but 

opportunities for shelter, privacy, and protection from the elements.

The redesign process had the building adapt to the many characteristics of the 
location. This was so that the views and experiences of the natural environment could 
be enjoyed in the di�erent ways and scales as they occur. Detailed observations of 
nature on the terrain have informed the new house design. In the newly established 
courtyard spaces and wind sheltered zones hardy dune plants and trees are taking 
root and growing. There is a softening to the rugged beauty. Attracting smaller birds 
and wildlife, we have designed a retreat for both the house inhabitants and the 

outdoor inhabitants.

For both client and designers, it has been an important journey in recognising the 
signi�cance of observing micro-climate and di�erent moods associated with the 

immediate landscape as well as the distant views.



LOCATION:   ROOI ELS
DATE COMPLETED: 2017
SCOPE: ADDITIONS AND ALTERATIONS











CEDERBERG RIDGE
Drawn by the images of our work on Namibian Tranquillity this Cederberg based 
family approached us to design the Cederberg Ridge Wilderness Lodge. Situated on a 
3,000ha farm in the Western Cape, Cederberg Ridge o�ers guests the ultimate escape. 
Owners Anton and Kate Bergh contacted Jenny Mills Architects with the dream of 
creating a “luxurious wilderness lodge” on their farm near Clanwilliam. Working in 
collaboration with interior decorator Nina Erasmus, Jenny designed nine spacious 

suites for the new lodge.

The seemingly traditional African farmhouse reveals itself to be a serene space on 
the inside. Exterior stone walls contrast with the bright interior spaces that include 
a restaurant, sitting room, bar, library and spa. Spacious, light-�lled rooms look out 

onto the uncharted terrain of the Tankwa Karoo.

As with all our projects - the landscape is the hero, be it a beach house or a wilderness 
retreat. A balance of contemporary calm and earthy textures de�nes this project. 
Landscaper Danie Steenkamp of DDS Projects established the planted relationship 
between the buildings and the veld. The “agterplaas” or surrounding vegetation is 
reminiscent of the simple African farm. Site stone and laterite pathways surrounded 
by saltbush, spekboom hedges and olive trees allow the lodge to settle easily into the 

wider Cape Floral Region, a protected UNESCO World Heritage Site.

Kate, who has been in the tourism industry for more than 20 years, says of the space, 
“Here you get raw, rugged beauty in bucket loads. Plus a sense of utter peace and 

tranquility.”



LOCATION:   CEDERBERG
DATE COMPLETED: 2018
SCOPE: ADDITIONS AND ALTERATIONS
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